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NO Question Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

1

How are the elements of a 

collection variable accessed?

 

variable_nam

e[index]

 

variable_na

me(index)

 index

 

variable_na

me{index}

2

Which of the following 

command is used to retrive rows 

selected from one or more 

tables.

Retrive access join select

3

Which of the following 

command is used to update 

existing data within a table.

INSERT ALTER UPDATE DROP

4

PL/SQL is a procedural 

language that has which of the 

following advantages?

 Integration 

with 

database

Better 

Performance
 Portability

All 

mentioned 

above

5

A __________ is a special kind 

of a store procedure that 

executes in response to certain 

actions.

Procedures blocks triggers functions

6

How can a PL/SQL block be 

executed?

by using : at 

the end

by using ; at 

the end

by using / at 

the end

by pressing 

enter

7

A ___________________ia 

database object that holds user 

data.

row column field table

8

________________ is used to 

create objects in data base
MAKE CREATE DEVELOP MKDIR

9

Which enables your program to 

process the rows at a time?
tracker cursor triggers tracker

10

A ___________________ can 

be defined as a collection of 

coherent, meaningful data.

Data base data Information network

11

DDL  stands 

for________________

Data 

Description 

Language

Data 

Definition 

Language

Data 

Development 

Language

Data 

Manipulatio

n Language

12

DML Stands 

for___________________

Data 

manipulation 

Language

Data 

Definition 

Language

Data Meaning 

Language

Data 

description 

Language

13

How can you generate 

debugging output from 

PL/SQL?

DBMS_SQL
DBMS_OU

TPT
DBMS_PIPE

DBMS_LO

B

14

_______________ command 

empties a table completely.
Drop Delete Remove Truncate
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15

__________________ Is the 

process that helps analysts or 

database designers to design 

table structures for an 

application

Reduction Duplication Summery 
Normalizati

on

16

Where can a variable be 

assigned values in PL/SQL?

declaration 

block only

executable 

block only

declaration and 

executable 

block only

executable 

and 

exception 

block only

17

Which of the following 

statements can be used to 

terminate a PL/SQL loop?

Go to exit when continue when kill

18

Which of the following is 

equivalent to multiple IF-ELSIF 

statements?

loop for while case

19

______________ returns the 

user name of the user who has 

logged in.

name function user char

20

Which command is used to add 

comments to the data dictionary.

Add insert create Comment

21 The SQL where clause :  

limits the 

row data are 

returned.

limits the 

column and 

row data 

that are 

returned.

Limits the 

column and 

returned

Return all 

data

22 _______________ command is used to control concurrency in a table.RUN LOCK COMMIT STOP

23

Primary key will not allow 

_______________
same value

more than 

one value
duplicate value two value

24
Which provide a way for select multiple rows of data from the database?

PL/SQL 

Cursors

PL/SQL/Tri

gger

PL/SQL 

SELECT

PL/SQL 

process

25

__________________ represent 

relationship between tables.

public key Primary key double key Foreign key

26

___________________ stors 

data in the form of related 

tables.

BASIC RDBMS DBMS COBOL

27

_________________ function 

returns the length of a word
ltrim() rtrim() length() trim()

28

________________ is one or 

more columns in a table used to 

uniquely identify each row in a 

table.

Primary key
secondary 

key
symmetry key normal key



29

What is the scope of a local 

declaration?
block session subprogram schema

30

Which command should be used 

to turn on the output of PL/SQL 

commands in SQL*Plus?

set 

serveroutput 

on

showservero

utput on
set output on

set PL/SQL 

ON


